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Boys and girls will laugh their way through their special day with Happy Birthday Mad Libs. Whether

you?re singing ?Happy _________- day to You? or playing Pin the Tail on the __________ , a

birthday with Mad Libs is sure to be unforgettable!
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Mad Libs are as popular with the grade-school set as they were way back in my day. I bought these

as party favors for my daughter's birthday. Much better than some of the cheap plastic knick-knacks

that people give out and the kids have to think to complete them -- what is a noun? what is a verb?

what is an adverb? Good clean fun!

Very funny and cute Mad Libs. I purchased this for my daughter's 8th Bday and she loves Mad Libs.

It something we can do together while I'm cooking, etc. I highly recommend the Mad Lib Books

themselves but I was very disappointed that the one we received had a big sticker on the front that

could not be removed or it would have ripped the front cover and a Journeys sticker on the inside

cover. I ordered this in "Like New" condition not New because New Condition was out of stock at

that time. This is actually the 3rd time having issues ordering "Like New" or "Very Good" Condition

Books from . I'm big on recycling and buying books for Gracie in not "NEW", but "LIKE NEW" from 



seemed like a good idea because she prefers to read books in hand rather than on kindle, but in my

opinion they need to give their rating system an overhaul. It's different if you but "good" or

acceptable but like new implies Like New.

I bought this for my daughter's birthday. I could hear her doing it all night long, and then she read

them all to me the next day. It was very cute. We spend a lot of quality time together going over

these mad lips. I enjoyed it very much.

Got as part of a birthday gift for a coworker. he like it. Spent some time at his desk working on this

instead of the manuscripts he was supposed to be editing. Oh, well. It was his birthday and he did

have to be at work.

Bought this for my 9 year old daughter for her birthday just as a small gift and it has surprisingly

been the biggest hit. Every chance we get we are doing the mad libs together. She really enjoys

these and for the price you definitely can't beat it.

Just got this today (delivery was really fast) as a gift for my upcoming birthday. I've loved Mad Libs

since I was in the hospital years ago and someone brought me a book of them for a get well gift. It

will be fun to read some of these at my birthday party--and it gave me an idea for the ___________

invitations

Great fun for the office. Sent this to my daughter, who is 23 at work as part of her birthday present

and her and her coworkers had fun with it! Great addition and fun for a party!

I bought these for my 11 year old daughter's sleepover party and they were a huge hit. The price

was also a good value compared to buying them in the store.
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